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The Crux

“The Crux shows why Richard Rumelt is a global authority on strategy. This new 
book takes you into real strategy situations ranging from Netflix’s streaming busi-
ness to the US military’s development of battle doctrine to a detailed walkthrough 
of a three-day ‘strategy foundry.’ An immensely readable guide to one of the most 
difficult subjects: how to create a way forward when facing knotty challenges.”

—Andy D. Bryant, chairman of the board, Intel Corporation (2012–20)
“In his powerful new book, Rumelt tells us ‘strategy is not magic.’ But this book 
does manage to cast a spell. As a reader, I was drawn into the specific conun-
drums and ‘a-ha’ or ‘uh-oh’ moments in each story. As a strategy practitioner, I 
felt challenged and inspired to push myself to a higher level of thinking. Shift-
ing us away from rote frameworks and feel-good prescriptions, Rumelt invites 
us into the company of great strategists where curiosity, creativity, and cunning 
confront ‘gnarly’ situations by getting to the bottom of the real problem and 
leveraging our power to crack it. For any leader looking to deepen their grasp 
of strategic thinking—and put it into practice—this book full of new inspira-
tion and practical ideas will accelerate your progress.”

—Chris Bradley, senior partner, McKinsey, and  
coauthor of Strategy Beyond the Hockey Stick

“Richard Rumelt is the thinker with the biggest impact on my career and the 
companies I have been with, making my work more enjoyable and catalysing 
the creation of wealth which is nothing short of astonishing. The Crux is a 
triumph, a big step forward in how to approach this most vital of topics. The 
concept of the crux now makes it much easier to come up with the right, work-
able, strategy. This is the book I will press into the hands of my people as the 
best way to make them strategists.”

—Simon Galbraith, CEO and cofounder, Redgate
“In this powerful and practical book, Rumelt reminds us that real strategy isn’t 
a process of setting financial goals—it’s an in-depth, no-holds-barred conversa-
tion about the real challenges facing the firm and the creativity required to find 
transformative solutions. Drawing on a range of intriguing examples, Rumelt 
shows us both how this can be done and the enormous benefits of doing it.”

—Rebecca Henderson, John and Natty McArthur  
University Professor, Harvard University, and author of  

Reimagining Capitalism in a World on Fire
“Strategy was a meaningless concept for our business until we engaged Rich-
ard Rumelt. He helped us turn away from empty goals and fictitious views 
of an unknown future and instead turn towards figuring out the ‘crux’ of the 
issue so that we could focus on the right set of actions. This is the only book 
you’ll need as a strategist if you are determined to build a focused and coherent 
strategy for your business.”

—Dawn Farrell, president and CEO, TransAlta (2012–21)
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“The Crux delivers. Rumelt is at the top of his game, masterfully breaking down 
how to think about strategy, diagnose challenges, and put coherent solutions 
into action. I experienced firsthand how his concept of ‘addressable strategic 
challenge’ was invaluable for the Defense Intelligence Agency.”

—Lieutenant General (ret.) Robert P. Ashley Jr., director,  
Defense Intelligence Agency (2017–20)

“Amidst all the vacuous talk of business purpose, Rumelt gets to the crux. 
Another triumph from the most insightful—and entertaining—commentator 
on strategy writing today.”

—Sir John Kay, London School of Economics,  
author of Other People’s Money and Obliquity

“Essential reading if you want to cut through the fog of what it takes to build 
and drive a successful business. The deep insight of The Crux lays out a road 
map of first getting to a deep and clear diagnosis of your situation, then [build-
ing] a clear approach and direction to be followed by a set of actions. The Crux 
is your guide to become a successful leader and strategist with impact.”

—Essa Al-Saleh, CEO, Volta Trucks
“Few have been as successful at integrating strategic management scholarship 
and practice as Richard Rumelt. In this book, he develops insights and ideas 
about strategy that are at once inspiring and actionable. He challenges many 
of our established assumptions about strategy, but also gives us a path forward 
to help identify and address the central strategic challenges facing real firms.”

—Jay B. Barney, former editor in chief, Academy of  
Management Review, and presidential professor  

of strategic management, Eccles School of Business,  
the University of Utah

“The Crux dissipates fog around what strategy is all about and establishes clar-
ity. It forces strategists to reflect deeply on the issues that really matter and 
where strategic thinking and resources need to be deployed to succeed. In an 
increasingly complex world and an overflow of not-always-pertinent informa-
tion that at times can be confusing, The Crux is refreshing and challenging. A 
must-read.”

—Francesco Starace, CEO and general manager, Enel Group
“The German poet Friedrich Hölderlin once said, ‘but where the danger 
grows, also grows the saving power.’ This is what Richard Rumelt invites us 
to discover in this inspirational book. On the way to the summit, the crux is 
the point at which we either collapse and give up, or…a tipping point that will 
lead us to the next challenge. And this is about strategy, an ongoing process 
of identifying critical challenges and deciding what actions to take. Richard 
Rumelt’s book is both a provocation and an invitation to find the crux and take 
decisive action accordingly.”

—Tobias Martinez Gimeno, CEO, Cellnex Telecom
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1

Introduction
The Roof of the Dog’s Ass

When I lived in Fontainebleau, France, I would go for noon walks 
in the nearby forest. Old and deep, it was the hunting grounds of 
French kings for five hundred years. Perhaps a hundred square miles 
in extent, it is now crossed by paths frequented by hikers, runners, 
and bicyclers. Most of the students from INSEAD, the graduate 
business school located in Fontainebleau, walk or picnic in the forest, 
but few seem to know it contains rock outcroppings that attract the 
best boulder climbers from all over the world.

On my walks I would sometimes pass the boulder route known 
as Le Toit du Cul de Chien (The Roof of the Dog’s Ass). It is one 
of the finest sandstone boulder problems in the world. Standing at 
its base, I see a smooth twelve-foot face capped by a horizontal roof 
that extends out over me for about four feet. Above the roof is an-
other vertical section leading to the top. I try a tiny foothold, then 
another, then slide down two feet to the ground.1

On a summer day I see two climbers preparing to try Le Toit du 
Cul de Chien. They climb without ropes, spotting each other in case 
of a fall. One, a German, tells me that he has been practicing by 
doing one-hand squeeze-grip pull-ups on a high door frame. Never-
theless, neither he nor his partner can make it up, each falling as 
they try to navigate the overhang. They each solve the first problem 
of advancing on very tiny footholds to a small dent that can hold 
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THE CRUX2

one finger from the right hand. But they fail to get any farther, each 
falling down to the sand below. I admire their strength, ambition, 
and tenacity.

Climbers call such boulders “problems” and describe the toughest 
part as “the crux.” In the case of the Cul de Chien, you cannot get 
up with just strength or ambition. You have to solve the puzzle of 
the crux and have the courage to make delicate moves almost two 
stories above the ground.

Sometime later, I see a talented climber work through the crux. 
To get off the ground, she toe-dances up about three feet and presses 
a finger of her right hand into that small dent. Using that amazingly 
poor hold, she swings her left heel over her left arm to cam on a tiny 
ledge, gaining support from the muscular tension in her body be-
tween her right finger and left leg. She arches her back to match the 
angle of the roof and extends her left hand to a small indent on the 
edge of the roof, large enough for one finger. (Figure 1 shows Asya 
Grechka successfully making that reach.) This is where most people 
fall off. Pulling straight up will put her chest against the lip of the 
overhang and push her fingers off the tiny grips.2

For the next move, hanging by a finger or two on each arm, she 
swings a bit in and then out . . . then snaps upward into space, clear-
ing the edge, and slapping her left hand onto a round hold the size 
and shape of a half cantaloupe. Hanging onto the smooth round 
hold with finger strength and friction, she swings her leg up to press 
her right toe into a small indentation in the rock and then is finally 
able to use leg strength to reach a small niche. Another lunge, an 
invisible toehold, a mantelshelf, and she is on the top. Watching, my 
palms sweat.

Seeing these and other climbers in the Fontainebleau forest, one 
cannot help but marvel at this hidden reservoir of pure excellence. 
Beyond a pair of shoes, it is flesh, muscle, and nerve against stone and 
gravity. There are no stock options, no teams or owners, no audience 
but other climbers. No TV cameras or fan clubs. No million- dollar 
contracts or product endorsements. There are just people pushing 
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Introduction 3

themselves to their very limits for the private joy of doing something 
that, to the ordinary person, looks impossible.

Near another boulder I stop to chat with two French climbers 
who are having lunch. They are from a town in southern France. I 
ask them why they have driven past the Alps to come climb these 
boulders in Fontainebleau.

“These are the best boulders in Europe,” one replies. “In the 
Alps,” he continues, “I attempt the most interesting climbs where 
I think I can solve the crux. Here, I can get to a crux move in ten 
seconds and . . .”

“And fall off five times until you get it!” his partner says, smiling.
In France there are many mountains and boulders, each promis-

ing a different mixture of difficulty and reward, whether in terms of 
height, beauty, significance, or other measures. The first climber said 
that he chooses the climb having the greatest expected reward and 
whose crux he believes he can solve. In a flash of insight, I realize 

Source: From a video by Konrad Kalisch. See adventureroutine.de and clixmedia.eu.

FIGURE 1. Le Toit du Cul de Chien—at the Crux
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THE CRUX4

this describes the approaches of many of the more effective people 
I have known and observed. Whether facing problems or oppor-
tunities, they focused on the way forward promising the greatest 
achievable progress—the path whose crux was judged to be solvable.

I began to use the term crux to denote the outcome of a three-
part strategic skill. The first part is judgment about which issues are 
truly important and which are secondary. The second part is judg-
ment about the difficulties of dealing with these issues. And the 
third part is the ability to focus, to avoid spreading resources too 
thinly, not trying to do everything at once. The combination of these 
three parts lead to a focus on the crux—the most important part of a 
set of challenges that is addressable, having a good chance of being 
solved by coherent action.

As with climbers, every person, every company, every agency 
faces both opportunities and obstacles to their progress. Yes, we all 
need motivation, ambition, and strength. But, by themselves, they 
are not enough. To deal with a set of challenges, there is power in 
locating your crux—where you can gain the most by designing, dis-
covering, or finding a way to move through and past it.

One of entrepreneur Elon Musk’s passions is populating Mars. 
He imagined promoting this idea by sending a small payload there. 
In a 2001 visit to Russia, Musk tried to buy an old Russian rocket 
but was unhappy with the style of bargaining and how the price 
tripled during the negotiations. He began to look at the problem of 
why it cost so much to put payloads into orbit.

Studying the challenge, the cost was clearly due to the fact that 
rockets are not reusable. One payload takes one rocket. Musk came 
to believe that the crux of the cost issue was reentry. How could the 
rocket avoid the fiery furnace of blasting back through the atmo-
sphere at eighteen thousand miles per hour? To make the old space 
shuttle reusable, the large wings had thirty-five thousand separate 
thermal tiles. Each had to perform perfectly, and each had to be 
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Introduction 5

inspected after each flight and then fitted back into its unique slot. 
The shuttle boosters were supposed to be reusable but became too 
damaged by the fall into the ocean to refurbish. It seemed to be 
cheaper to throw a rocket away than build it for reuse.

Think of this challenge as having a one-finger and left-heel hold 
on Cul de Chien with your body arched up to face the roof: What 
is the trick for letting those fingers go and lunging up to that half- 
cantaloupe hold? The concept of a crux narrows attention to a critical 
issue. A strategy is a mix of policy and action designed to overcome a 
significant challenge. The art of strategy is in defining a crux that can 
be mastered and in seeing or designing a way through it.

Focusing on the problems of reusability and reentry, Musk had 
an insight. Fuel was a lot cheaper than vehicles. It might make sense 
to avoid the huge complexity of super-high-heat reentry by carrying 
more fuel and using it to slow the rocket’s return to Earth. Like 
many old science fiction stories, Musk imagined a rocket turning 
around and slowing down by firing its engine, softly landing. No 
violent reentry furnace, charring the outside of the vehicle. The 
process could be automated—no necessary human to fly it. The key 
would be engineering a rocket engine that could reliably start and 
stop and accurately throttle and direct its power.

For organizations, the usual way through the crux will be via 
intense focus, bringing many elements of power and knowledge and 
skill to bear. For the strategist, focus is not just attention. It means 
bringing a source of power to bear on a selected target. If the power 
is weak, nothing happens. If it is strong but scattered and diffused 
across targets, nothing happens. If power is focused on the wrong 
target, nothing happens. But when power is focused on the right 
target, breakthroughs occur.

When Musk started SpaceX in 2002, he created focused, coher-
ent policies. SpaceX rockets would be complete redesigns and done 
in a low-cost, spare manner. They would not be adapted interconti-
nental ballistic missiles. SpaceX would not be one of thousands of 
contractors. Its vehicles would not try to satisfy the US Air Force 
by flying around the globe. There would be no complex of scientists 
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THE CRUX6

wanting to explore the universe. No fancy R&D (research and de-
velopment) labs. Musk saw the challenge as engineering, not high 
science. Unlike NASA, SpaceX would not be charged with the mis-
sion to inspire children to study science and math. The first step on 
the quest would be an intense single-minded focus on getting the 
cost down.

Many people challenged Musk that a low-cost approach would 
sacrifice reliability. His answer was pure engineer:

We’ve been asked “if you reduce the cost, don’t you reduce reliability?” 
This is completely ridiculous. A Ferrari is a very expensive car. It is not 
reliable. But I would bet you 1,000-to-1 that if you bought a Honda 
Civic that that sucker will not break down in the first year of operation. 
You can have a cheap car that’s reliable, and the same applies to rockets.

To get costs down, Musk focused on simplicity in engineering 
and manufacturing and on limiting the number of subcontractors. 
The Falcon 9 used an Ethernet data bus rather than a custom design. 
The in-house machine shop fashioned special shapes for much less 
than the cost of an aerospace contractor.

Working at big contractors was basically boring because most of 
the job was running subcontracts and dealing with the government. 
The engineers at SpaceX were stressed but not bored.

SpaceX’s first commercial flight was in 2009, putting a Malay-
sian observation satellite into orbit. But the revolution began in 2015 
with the Falcon 9 being the first rocket to ever gain orbit and then 
turn around and fire its engines for a slow reentry and a soft landing 
on its tail. By 2018 the Falcon 9’s cost per pound into low-Earth 
orbit was twenty-three times cheaper than the old space shuttle. Its 
bigger brother, the Falcon Heavy, cut the Falcon 9’s cost per pound 
in half.

On May 30, 2020, SpaceX carried two NASA astronauts to the 
International Space Station. In early June, NASA approved SpaceX’s 
plan to reuse its Falcon 9 launch vehicle and its Dragon crew capsule 
on future missions.
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NASA had estimated it would cost $200 billion to go to Mars. 
Musk estimated $9 billion. The key to such advantage would be 
more of the same—coherent policies aimed at simplicity, reusability, 
and cost. If Congress or bureaucrats design the mission, costs will 
explode, as hundreds of different agendas and payoffs will be tacked 
on to the project.

I cannot tell you that SpaceX will be a great success in the future. 
Going into space is risky, and rockets are risky. The current media 
climate would turn any fatal accident into a circus. Under current 
norms, there would have never been the development of aircraft 
during the twentieth century—someone might get hurt. I can tell 
you that the key to SpaceX’s advantage in rocketry arose from Elon 
Musk’s grasp of the crux of the problem and his insight into how to 
surmount it. Plus, advantage is created by the company’s coherent 
policies, all directed reliably at putting mass into orbit at the lowest 
cost possible.

FIGURE 2. Cost into Low-Earth Orbit (2018 dollars per pound)
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THE CRUX8

EffEctivE pEoplE gain insight through finding and concentrating at-
tention on the crux of a challenge—the part of the tangle of issues that is 
both very important and addressable ( which can be overcome with rea-
sonable surety ). To act effectively, you must fully examine the mix 
of problems and opportunities, identify the crux, and take actions 
aimed at overcoming it. Ignoring it doesn’t work.

The “art of strategy” is not decision making—that discipline 
assumes that you have been handed a list of possible actions from 
among which to choose. The art of strategy is not finding your one 
true goal and passionately pursuing it with all your heart and soul in 
everything you do—that is a type of mental illness called monoma-
nia. The art of strategy is not setting higher and higher performance 
goals for people and using charisma, carrots, and sticks to push them 
toward attaining those goals—that presumes that someone some-
where knows how to find a way through the thicket of problems the 
organization actually faces.

To be a strategist you will need to embrace the full complex and 
confusing force of the challenges and opportunities you face.

To be a strategist you will have to develop a sense for the crux of 
the problem—the place where a commitment to action will have the 
best chance of surmounting the most critical obstacles.

To be a strategist you will need persistence because it is so tempt-
ing to grab at the first glimmer of a pathway through the thicket of 
issues.

To be a strategist you have to take responsibility for external 
challenges, but also for the health of the organization itself.

To be a strategist you will have to balance a host of issues with 
your bundle of ambitions—the variety of purposes, values, and be-
liefs that you and other stakeholders wish to support.

To be a strategist you will have to keep your actions and poli-
cies coherent with each other, not nullifying your efforts by having 
too many different initiatives or conflicting purposes. These facts 
are rarely written or spoken about with honesty. We are told that 
strategy is about having an advantage (duh!). That it is about having 
a long-term vision of where you want to be. We are told that by 
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adopting method X or mind-set Y, the average business can become 
as successful as the very best—your consultant has charts comparing 
you to the very best (and shakes her head at the chasm).

The honest facts are that we do not live in Lake Wobegon and 
that the majority of businesses, no matter what methods they adopt, 
cannot be above average. The honest facts are that some situations 
are irretrievable, that there is not always a clever way out. The hon-
est fact is that organizations cannot change direction on a dime—
yes, we would like to be in the Web-services industry instead of 
trying to sell look-alike Vietnam-made jeans in overbuilt shopping 
malls, but here we are. The honest facts are that some situations 
are so locked up with competing political interests that there is not 
enough executive power anywhere to break the logjam. Strategy is 
not magic.

What is true is that to meet a challenge, you should first work 
to comprehend its nature. You cannot improve a failing school sys-
tem unless you have a clear idea about why it is failing. To supply 
shoppers with a better shopping experience, you need to know about 
their wants, habits, and needs, as well as the technologies of selling. 
Don’t start with goals—start by understanding the challenge and 
finding its crux.

Heraclitus said, “Character is fate.” People with character speak 
plainly. They may gamble and take risks, but they are clear about 
the nature of the bet. You build trust in your company’s longer-term 
results by having a story—a strategy, a narrative—about how your 
actions today fit into a plan to create a better future. The logic of the 
strategy should be sensible to other level-headed people. Saying “We 
are always increasing sales and cutting costs” is just not convinc-
ing. Saying “Our paint company is going to beat all the other paint 
companies because we are customer focused” doesn’t work either. To 
have someone believe you and trust in your strategy, there has to be 
a logic and argument, and some evidence, as to how you are dealing 
with the challenges you face.
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This book’s immediate impetus was a December 2019 fall while 
skiing the Aspen Mountain black-diamond FIS mogul trail. The 
resulting back injury kept me from most skiing and hiking over the 
next several months. Then the COVID-19 virus kept me from trav-
eling. This quiet time allowed the development of ideas and themes 
that had been brewing within for some time.

The quiet time in 2020 let me write down these ideas and learn-
ings. My own personal experience is that I don’t actually know what 
I know until I work to write it down. The process of writing re-
veals contradictions, weak arguments, and places where more data is 
needed to back up an opinion. And it helps sort out the important 
from the less important. Mentally, it reminds me of combing out the 
knots and tangles in my eight-year-old daughter’s hair.

In this book I tend to use the first-person I a great deal. Some 
readers feel that this sounds a bit self-promoting. It is not. I am un-
comfortable with writers who present their ideas as facts and their 
models as reality. Economists tend to write textbooks about what 
“the firm” does in certain circumstances. They don’t qualify that they 
are talking about their model of the firm, not actual firms. Busi-
ness writers often express their opinions as facts. One author writes, 
“There are two ways to specialize: by selecting a target market seg-
ment or by having a limited range of products.” Is this a theory? Did 
this author learn this from experience? Is it taken from some other 
writer? If the author had expressed this opinion (which is false) in 
the first person, readers might be more vigilant in comparing it to 
their own experiences.

I use the first person to explain how I have come to know and 
believe certain things. These “things” are often not facts or logical 
arguments. They are conclusions and views I have developed over 
a lifetime of work. If, for example, the issue is the relationship be-
tween strategic goals and strategy itself, I explain and describe the 
situation that first clarified my thinking on the subject. If the issue 
is the uncertainty in cash-flow estimates, I recount my personal ex-
periences with executives making such estimates.
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I explore four themes in the pages that follow. First, the best 
way to deal with strategic issues is by squarely facing the challenge. 
Too many people start with goals and other visions of a desired end 
state. Start with the challenge, and diagnose its structure and the 
forces at work. Once you do that, your sense of purpose and the ac-
tions you consider will change. In that diagnosis, find the crux. That 
is the most critical part of the challenge that you can actually expect 
to solve. Don’t pick a challenge you cannot yet deal with—attack the 
crux of the situation, build momentum, and then reexamine your 
position and its possibilities.

Second, understand the sources of power and leverage that are 
relevant to your situation. To punch through the crux, you will use 
one or more of them. Willpower is not enough.

Third, avoid the bright, shiny distractions that abound. Don’t 
spend days on mission statements; don’t start with goals in strat-
egy work. Don’t confuse management tools with strategy, and don’t 
get too caught up in the ninety-day chase around quarterly earnings 
results.

Fourth, there are multiple pitfalls when executives work in a 
group, or workshop, to formulate strategy. By starting with the chal-
lenge, and avoiding a too rapid convergence on action, a group can 
define the crux and design coherent actions to overcome it.

I hope that this book can help you understand the power of 
challenge- based strategy and the power gained by finding the crux 
of the challenge.
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Challenge-Based Strategy  
and the Crux

A strategy is a mixture of policy and action designed to surmount 
a high-stakes challenge. It is not a goal or wished-for end state. It 
is a form of problem solving, and you cannot solve a problem you 
do not understand or comprehend. Thus, challenge-based strat-
egy begins with a broad description of the challenges— problems 
and  opportunities—facing the organization. They may be com-
petitive, legal, due to changing social norms, or issues with the 
organi zation itself.

As understanding deepens, the strategist seeks the crux—the one 
challenge that both is critical and appears to be solvable. This nar-
rowing down is the source of much of the strategist’s power, as focus 
remains the cornerstone of strategy.
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